
Year 9 – Drama – Knowledge – Term 3

STATUS

ROLE PLAY 

INTENTION

THOUGHT TRACKING

MARKING THE MOMENT

NATURALISTIC

NON-NATURALISTIC

THEATRICAL DEVICES

The 
Stimulus

Working 
together

Key words

Advice

Collaborate/work together

Work safely as directed.

Listen to everyone’s ideas

Always keep an eye on the ‘big 
picture’

What is your intention for the piece?

How are you going to use the stage? How to approach it

Think, Discuss, Improvise!

Analysing and 
Evaluating

Speaking/Writing sentence starters

The work:

explored, conveyed, communicated, showed, 
presented 

This moment was …

The actors made use of….

The actors used these skills………..

The group developed their ideas…….

The group used the space……..

Theatrical techniques/devices

•Short scenes or episodes without a 
timeline, back and forth in time.

•Direct address and alienation technique.

•Feel emotions and not question the 
events on the stage.

•Use of captions and songs.

•Showing the audience the issues.

•Emotional memory.

•Truth on stage.

•Real time on stage, no flashback, scenes 
in sequence.

•The audience feel that they are 
watching through a gap in the 4th wall.

•Multi role and gender swap.

•Political theatre.

•No 4th wall.

•Minimal set, basic lighting, audience 
involvement

•Given circumstances (back story) of each 
character (possibly via a long monologue).

•Actors self-narrate e.g. ‘The woodcutter 
became suspicious’ spoken by the 
woodcutter.

•Freeze frames and thought tracking.

•Conscience alley.

•Split stage.

Brecht - Devices using the 'v' 
effect                                 
A theatrical device is a method 
or technique used onstage which 
has an aim or purpose. The aim 
when using the 'v' effect is to 
ensure that the audience are 
constantly reminded that they’re 
watching a piece of theatre.
•Narration
•Coming out of role/third person 
narration
•Speaking the stage directions
•Direct address
•Using placards

Brechtian staging
•Multi-roling
•Split-role
•Minimal set/costume/props
•Symbolic props
•Lighting

Other Brechtian devices
•Song and dance (often the lyrics 
don’t fit the style of the music)
•Montage

Warm Ups

will include….

Physical – team work, ideas, quick thinking, 
creativity, ‘thinking outside of the box’

Ideas: quick thinking, creativity.

Improvisation: quick thinking, responding

Vocal – exercises to warm voice up, tone, 
diction, articulation, pace

Non-naturalistic 
theatrical devices


